From: Tom Smith [mailto:tsmith@riversmithengineering.com]
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 2:20 PM
To: 'Jay Punia' <jpunia@WoodRodgers.com>; DonBabbitt@sbcglobal.net;
'GEORGE SILLS' <georgesills@bellsouth.net>
Cc: 'Michael Bessette' <m.bessette@sutterbutteflood.org>; dpeterson
<dpeterson@pbieng.com>; christopher.krivanec@hdrinc.com; Chris Fritz
<cfritz@pbieng.com>; 'Jonathan Kors' <jkors@WoodRodgers.com>
Subject: RE: Response to IPE's pending comments
Hi Jay,
The IPE has reviewed and concurred with all the responses. A copy of the
final spreadsheet with all comments closed out is attached.
Please let us know if there are any questions.
Best Regards,
Tom
Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
Water Resources/Geotechnical Engineer
RiverSmith Engineering Inc
1104 Corporate Way
Sacramento, CA 95831
916.395.4455 Office
916.835.4456 Mobile
tsmith@RiverSmithEngineering.com
Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise and
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business

Engineer’s Report Feather River Star Bend ULDC Compliance
Sutter Butte Flood Control Agency
Feather River West Levee
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New Comments on DOCUMENT TITLE
Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

General

EXT/AdminDraft-001

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

General

EXT/AdminDraft-002

EXT/AdminDraft-003

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

General

Section I. D
Introduction/
Project Description
EXT/AdminDraft-004

EXT/AdminDraft-005

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

EXT/AdminDraft-006

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

Section II. A. 4
Design WS Elev/
References

Section II. D.5. Slope
Stability

EXT/AdminDraft-007

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

EXT/AdminDraft-008

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

Section II. G. 4.
Seismicity/
References

Section II. J. 2. b.
Erosion/ Vegetation

5/13/16

5/13/16

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

/Users/sarahmodeste/Desktop/Star B Engineer's Report Response to IPE Comments 07062016_FINAL.xlsx

The As-Built folder in the References was blank. Please include.
There doesn't appear to be a consistent level of information
contained within each section. For instance, Underseepage and
Slope Stability contain a lot of results. Design Water Surface does
not.
Within this section there is no mention as to when this project was
completed and placed in service. Probably ought to mention the
design team also so that a connection can be made between them
and those signing the compliance statements.

5/13/16

5/13/16

5/13/16

5/13/16

Within the references, could not easily find (or confirm) the final
design water surface elevations used for Star Bend to compare
with those of the bigger FRWL project.
As near as we could tell from the references, the design WS
Elevations for Star Bend were more than 3 feet lower than those
shown for the FRWL Project. Is the difference NAVD 88 over NGVD
29? Please clarify.

In Table 5 and where ever else elevations are mentioned, state
whether NAVD 88 or NGVD 29.

Why so many references? We thought this was for project specific
studies rather than technical references. Are all the references to
be attached?

5/13/116

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

Section II.J.2. k
Erosion/ Streambank
EXT/AdminDraft-010

5/13/16

Thomas W. Smith, PE, GE
IPE Chairman 916.395.4455

Section II. A. 4
Design WS Elev/
References

EXT/AdminDraft-009

5/13/16

The references listed in many of the sections do not match the
titles in the CD that was provided. Suggest an alpha-numeric
prefix for each for easier referencing.

5/13/16

If grasses are burned off the levee slopes every summer, is it still
appropriate to claim vegetated slope armor when flood flow
occur? Moving would be better because it leaves the root mass
intact.
The response here says "The stream banks in this area are
naturally occurring and are not at a particular risk of erosion." and
it's not true. The eroding river bank was a definite threat and the
reason the levee was set back. However, the distance from the
new levee to the active river bank should now be adequate for a
50 yr. life based on the estimated erosion or bank migration rate.
If not, then the levee wasn't set back far enough.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com
Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

5/23/16

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

References with updated file names to match the report will be
listed at the back of the report and copies of the references will be
provided on a CD.
The pdf copy of the "As-Built" will be included with the renamed
files on the CD.
Sections of the report will be reworked and/or expanded upon to
provide a more consistent level of detail.
A section will be added showing when the project was completed.
The design team and construction contractor will also be listed. If
the person signing the compliance statement is not part of the
design team then a connection between them will be explained.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

Profiles showing the design water surface elevations for the Star
Bend and the FRWL projects will be added to the report itself so
that the reader can compare them.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

FRWL was designed using NAVD 88, while Star Bend was designed
using NGVD 29. Both use the USACE 1957 event as part of their
analysis. The completed levee provides at least 3' of freeboard
over either SB or FRWL profiles.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

N

6/27/16

Y

6/27/16

Y

Jay Punia
In Exhibits 2 and 3, the extent of
(916) 503-5093
the setback levee and freeboard
jpunia@woodro
values do not match. Please check
dgers.com
and leave in the correct graphic.
Also the datum and stationing is
different from the Phase I report…
No way to compare the two for
consistency without a lot of work.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

Burning fosters sod seed germination and actually results in good
vegetative growth in the fall season. Additionally, the vegetation
management plan restricts burning during inappropriate seasons
that would hinder vegetative protection during the flood season.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodrodgers.com

5/23/16

Agree that the wording in the report is an incorrect statement. The
hydraulic and hydrologic report contains an analysis of the river
bank erosion which concludes that the setback levee will be
protected for at least the 50 year life. The report will be updated
to describe this analysis.

1 of 1

N
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Y

6/27/16

Y

6/29/16

Y

6/27/16

Y

Y

Elevations will be updated to identify corresponding datum.

References for sections C, D, E, & G will be updated to only include
project specific studies. Digital copies of these references will be
included on the CD.

6/30/16

Exhibit 2 was an earlier version of the graphic showing the pre-and postproject water surface profile of lower Feather River Right Bank with setback
levee at Star Bend which was revised later with more precise data. To
eliminate the confusion, Exhibit 2 (as shown in the June 3, 2016 version of
the report) has been removed. As suggested, only the later version of the
graphic showing the pre-and post-project water surface profiles is included in
the final report. Initially the Star Bend project was designed based on NGVD
29 beginning in about 2006. USGS stopped servicing its NGVD 29 monuments
in about 2008. Other projects which began later on (including the SBFCA
FRWL) appropriately began referencing NAVD 88. For the purposes of the
ULDC report, it would be an expensive undertaking to go back and update all
of the Star Bend existing report exhibits to reference NAVD 88.

I am really surprised to see two
different vertical datums used
(NGVD29 and NAVD88) in the
same report. Consider using one
datum throughout.

Jay Punia
(916) 503-5093
jpunia@woodro
dgers.com

6/30/16

The hydraulic and geo technical analyses for the Star Bend setback levee
were performed by two separate consulting firms and they used different
datum for their analyses. The hydraulic analysis was performed at the
beginning of the project in about 2006 and used the NGVD 29 datum. The
geo-technical analysis was performed later on and they used NAVD 88
datum. USGS stopped serving its NGVD 29 monuments in about 2009 and
there was a gradual shift to use NAVD 88 datum while the Star Bend project
was being designed and constructed. Again, it would be an expensive
exercise to go back and update the existing exhibits in the ULDC report to a
single datum.
Y

Y
Don't agree with the response.
When relying on grasses for
erosion control, the best
protection comes from a healthy
root mass and a tall stand on grass
that will lay down to protect the
soil. Relying on freshly germinated
grass in the winter months is
minimal protection. This may
become a maintenance issue in the
future that can be dealt with then.
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